July 26, 2012
Dear Friends,
We feel so blessed that God has allowed us to serve Him in Thailand. It is a joy to watch God working in the
hearts of the people here. A teenage boy who was saved several months ago has changed so much that his
parents came to ask us what happened to him. They said that he seems like a completely different kid. When
he first came to our church, we wondered if it would be possible to reach him. With God all things are truly
possible! It has been such a blessing to watch God change him! He is so eager to share the Gospel with others,
and he is witnessing to friends and family too.
A few weeks ago a man who was saved a little over a year ago shared his testimony with our English class
students. He did a great job of helping them understand that God is the Creator! Then, a teenage girl has
been bringing a friend to church and witnessing to her. Several of the teens also help us hand out tracts each
week! We started this church six years ago this month, and we are so thankful to finally see the church
members really trying to reach others for Christ!
Thank you for praying about our visa situation. We had to go to Laos to get new visas in June. We were only
able to get a 90 day tourist visa. Now the organization that we usually get our visas through should be able to
obtain our missionary work permit and 1 year visas. However, they don’t think that the paperwork will be
processed before our current visas expire. That means that we will have to go to Laos again and get another
tourist visa. Then when the paperwork is finalized, we will have to go to Laos again to get our visa types
changed. Please pray that the paperwork will be processed quickly, so that we can avoid one of the trips to
Laos. Also, we pray that the organization will be able to resolve its problems and be able to continue helping
missionaries get visas and missionary work permits.
We have a special family announcement. Our son, Matthew, will be getting married this December to Raht
Saelum. We are looking forward to welcoming our first daughter-in-law to the family!
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